Initial development of conduction pattern of spontaneous action potential in early embryonic precontractile chick heart.
The conduction of spontaneous action potentials in the 7-10 somite embryonic developing chick hearts was monitored optically using a potential-sensitive merocyanine-rhodanine dye. Spontaneous optical action signals from 5 to 12 different regions of the primitive heart were recorded simultaneously. Short delays were observed among firing times of the absorption signals which were nearly synchronized among the different regions. From these delays, we estimated the conduction velocity of the spontaneous excitatory waves. Usually, in the 7-somite to the beginning of the 9-somite stage, (i) excitatory waves conducted radially over one side of the prebeating heart, at a uniform rate; (ii) the "radially" spreading electrical wave slowed considerably within the primordial fusion line at the midline of the heart; and (iii) this delay disappeared in the later period of the 9-somite stage to the 10-somite stage. These observations suggest that electrical coupling among the cells within the primordial fusion line is poor during the 7 to 9-somite stage, and that the coupling is strengthened by the late 9th or 10th somite stage.